You’ll have to wait a little longer for FFB2.45, which will land in your email on Wednesday, October 23. The production schedule has been changed to better accommodate the weekly news flow, and the logistics of updating the popular new website, fossilfool.com.au.

There’s a great new edition coming up Wednesday: here are some of the headlines:

Report discredits NT fracking spin

A new independent expert analysis has used CSIRO findings to discredit company and government spin that promotes the expansion of the Narrabri gas field.

Morrison pours fracking $$ into WA

with leaking, venting and flaring methane emissions,” Sawyer said.

The release of Professor Lowe’s report coincided with Origin Energy’s annual general meeting on October 7.

Adani banishes Traditional Owners from land

Thank you for your support!

Fossil Fool has invited donations, rather than subscriptions, to help cover production costs. It was a pleasant surprise, on checking the bank account, to find some kind subscribers have donated. Thank you; you know who you are.

Bank details are published on the editorial page of each edition. If you are able to help out, we’ll be very grateful.

See you Wednesday, October 23!

• P3: Report discredits NT fracking spin
• P4: Morrison pours fracking $$ into WA
• P5: Adani banishes W&J from land